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BP4Apps Financials

Comprehensive process and application knowledge
With Horus BP4 Financials, the user or application expert receives an easy-to-use knowledge-based system, which is 
obtained as a service from the Horus Public Cloud. The Horus Knowledge Explorer provides comprehensive business 
process knowledge for the relevant Oracle application modules. The access for the users is target group oriented and 
related to the respective purpose of use. This also applies to the possibilities for invaluable knowledge exchange within 
the company.

Components of the knowledge product BP4 Financials
An extensive knowledge base is the core of Horus BP4 Financials and allows the user a profound insight into the 
functional structures of Oracle Cloud Applications. This knowledge base consists of easily comprehensible, logically 
linked models that provide different perspectives on the user-relevant aspects of Oracle Cloud Applications.

The core is formed by models to the following Finance areas:

• Accounts receivable & accounts payable department

• Asset accounting

• Payment management

• General ledger accounting

• Expense management

• Reporting

Oracle 
Financials Cloud

Comprehensive knowledge models for technical structures of 
the Oracle Financials Cloud

Global, complete and integrated Financials Suite with specific local solutions
Oracle Financials Cloud is based on a robust, global architecture that comprises tax-, payment- and accounting 
engines, meeting a wide range of global business requirements and enabling customers to configure these functions 
according to their country- and business requirements. It is designed for global use and available in 23 languages. 
The application allows for the illustration of almost any desired complex business structure. By using the standard 
function, several financial requirements can already be implemented via configuration. In addition, Oracle Financials 
Cloud provides country-specific localizations for particular payment formats and tax reports to meet local business 
requirements.
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